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ABSTRACT
Recent data center applications rely on lossless networks to
achieve high network performance. Lossless networks, how-
ever, can suffer from in-network deadlocks induced by hop-
by-hop flow control protocols like PFC. Once deadlocks oc-
cur, large parts of the network could be blocked. Existing so-
lutions mainly center on a deadlock avoidance strategy; un-
fortunately, they are not foolproof. Thus, deadlock detection
is a necessary last resort. In this paper, we propose DCFIT,
a new mechanism performed entirely in the data plane to de-
tect and solve deadlocks for arbitrary network topologies and
routing protocols. Unique to DCFIT is the use of deadlock
initial triggers, which contribute to efficient deadlock detec-
tion and deadlock recurrence prevention. Preliminary results
indicate that DCFIT can detect deadlocks quickly with min-
imal overhead and mitigate the recurrence of the same dead-
locks effectively. This work does not raise any ethical issues.
1. INTRODUCTION
Driven by demand for ultra-low latency, high throughput
network applications with low CPU overhead, lossless net-
works are widely deployed in modern data centers [53, 54].
One typical implementation of such networks supported by
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) built upon Ethernet
relies on Priority-based flow control (PFC) to prevent buffer
overflow [24]. With the PFC mechanism, packet loss can be
avoided by pausing the immediate upstream switch.
Although effective, PFC can induce an intrinsic problem:
deadlocks caused by cyclic buffer dependency (CBD), where
no packets in the cycle can be propagated. Once deadlocks
occur, PFC pause frames could spread to significant parts of
the fabric, causing a large percentage of flows to stop trans-
mission. In the worst case, all ports along all paths would be
ceased and the whole network would be blocked.
Many large cloud providers have confirmed that deadlocks
occur in practice frequently [46, 39, 20]. Deadlocks could
happen when routing rules form a loop, but it is not a unique
product of routing loops—recent work has shown that even
for tree-based topology with up-down loop-free routing, dead-
locks could still occur due to situations such as link fail-
ures [50, 31, 47], transient loops [25], complex network up-
dates [25, 17], port flaps [29], and misconfigurations [54, 26,
23]. Furthermore, deadlocks do not recover automatically
even after the problems (e.g. transient loop) that caused the
deadlock formation have been fixed [22]. Although recent
works have proposed to replace PFC with a smarter retrans-
mission mechanism over lossy networks [36, 34, 33], many
services like inter-process communication still require a loss-
less guarantee to obtain optimal performance. Furthermore,
short-lived flows, commonly seen in data center networks [7,
52], are more sensitive to packet loss—any packet retrans-
mission would significantly increase their flow completion
time [1, 51]. Therefore, a lossless network remains very de-
sirable and resolving deadlock induced by PFC is still an
important issue.
Existing approaches to resolving deadlock fall into two
main categories: avoidance and detection/recovery. Most re-
cent research efforts focus on deadlock avoidance, but none
of them is foolproof. For example, some approaches require
special buffer management techniques to support multiple
priority classes. However, commodity switches in modern
data centers can only support two or three lossless priorities
in practice [19, 23]. Some schemes rely on limiting the rate
of data transmission and thus avoid reaching the threshold
of generating pause frames [39]. However, precise and fine-
grained control of the sending rate may not always be guar-
anteed by switch implementations. No avoidance method
can absolutely prevent deadlocks. As a result, an efficient
and accurate deadlock detection method is a necessary safe-
guard.
Detecting deadlocks in distributed networks is difficult as
it usually relies on indirect inspection to detect suspected
ports. Existing solutions for deadlock detection rely on cen-
tralized controllers or switch software control planes to de-
tect and break the deadlock. However, both are inherently
too slow to deal with deadlocks. Besides, existing solutions
ignore finding the root cause of a deadlock, so even if the
current deadlock is addressed, there is no guarantee that the
same deadlock would not immediately reoccur again.
In this paper, we propose DCFIT—a deadlock detection
mechanism entirely performed in the data plane. DCFIT
works for arbitrary network topologies and routing proto-
cols, and can react quickly after the deadlock formation and
provide the root cause information for resolving the dead-
lock. Rather than continually monitor the throughput and
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queue occupancy of each switch port which incurs unnec-
essary overhead, DCFIT only triggers the detecting process
when pause events happen. The metadata for deadlock de-
tection is piggybacked onto pause frames or synthesized pack-
ets according to different situations. DCFIT provides a basis
to analyze the initial trigger of the current deadlock, which
helps to address deadlock recurrence. Our preliminary re-
sults show that DCFIT can detect deadlocks accurately with
low latency and minimal switch memory consumption. Fur-
thermore, resolving the initial trigger can effectively prevent
the same deadlock from recurring.
2. MOTIVATION
2.1 Deadlock Avoidance - Not Foolproof
Restricted routing. The most common solutions for dead-
lock avoidance are to restrict routing paths and avoid the for-
mulation of CBD [14, 44, 49, 41, 9, 13]. However, rout-
ing restrictions not only waste link bandwidth and reduce
throughput [22], but also are incompatible with some topolo-
gies [11, 38] and routing protocols such as OSPF and BGP [45,
46]. Furthermore, when some links are down, rerouting could
still create CBD and lead to deadlocks [50, 29].
Buffer management. Another method is to assign pack-
ets different priorities hop-by-hop and put packets into dif-
ferent buffers accordingly [27, 48]. The required number of
priorities is determined by the longest path in the network,
which increases with the network scale. However, today’s
commodity switches can only support two to three lossless
priorities in practice [19, 23], which is insufficient.
PFC pause frame restrictions. Recent proposed conges-
tion control protocols [53, 35, 28, 10, 18] can reduce the
possibility of pause. Also, operators can limit pause frame
propagation by assigning different PFC thresholds to ports
and switches based on their positions in the topology [22].
Although these methods can reduce the possibility of a dead-
lock, they cannot absolutely prevent deadlocks.
Pre-configured transmission. Deadlock avoidance can
also rely on configuring the network in advance and adjust-
ing the configuration dynamically on the fly. For example,
Tagger [23] pre-defines expected lossless paths and config-
ures pre-generated match-action rules to avoid deadlock. How-
ever, it involves human intervention and complex network
configuration that is pointed out to be error-prone [8, 16, 6].
Rate limiting. Rate limiting is used to break the necessary
condition—hold and wait—for the deadlock [39]. Nonethe-
less, in order to limit the port rate to specific values and to pe-
riodically adjust the port rate according to the queue length,
highly precise control are required. However, precise and
fine-grained control of the sending rate may not be always
guaranteed by switch implementations.
Summary. Existing deadlock avoidance approaches ad-
dress the problem to some extent, but they are not foolproof.
Therefore, deadlock detection is an important and necessary
fail-safe.
2.2 Existing Detection Solutions Fall Short
Existing deadlock detection solutions rely on a centralized
controller or switch local control planes [11, 2, 32, 30, 42]
to query port states and detect deadlocks. After detecting
deadlocks, the control plane computes and installs rerout-
ing or draining strategies to switches. The programmability
of central controllers or local control planes enables flexi-
ble detection and recovery policies. However, inherent de-
lays between data planes and control planes together with
the software delays of control plane applications make these
solutions unable to response to deadlocks fast enough.
In addition, existing solutions detect deadlocks by proac-
tively monitoring for blocked ports. Concretely, if the through-
put of a port is zero while the corresponding queue length is
non-zero, the port is regarded as a suspected port that can
form deadlocks. However, the overhead of proactive moni-
toring is very high as it requires the periodic inspection of all
ports of all switches in a network. In a normal network, most
of time, the inspection will find nothing wrong.
Furthermore, current deadlock detection solutions are un-
able to eliminate the root cause of the detected deadlock.
Therefore, even if the deadlock can be broken and the traffic
flow can recover temporarily, none of them is able to prevent
the same deadlock from reappearing again.
2.3 New Opportunity for Deadlock Detection
For each shortcoming of existing solutions, we propose a
new alternative design strategy in DCFIT.
Detecting deadlocks in the data plane. Recent proposed
programmable data plane provides a new opportunity for dead-
lock detection [4, 3, 21]. First, programmable parsers and
deparsers enable us to customize packet headers and proto-
cols. Metadata for deadlock detection can thus be piggy-
backed onto pause frames. Second, the provided stateful
memory and ALUs make it possible to maintain state infor-
mation directly in the data plane. A deadlock detection algo-
rithm performed entirely in the data plane reduces the high
overhead introduced by interacting with the switch control
plane. Finally, once compiled, data plane programs are guar-
anteed to run at line speed, which allows us to react quickly
when the deadlock is formed.
Detecting deadlocks reactively. Rather than periodically
checking the status of switch ports, DCFIT starts the dead-
lock detection process only when an initial pause event hap-
pens. The detecting process follows the direction of pause
frame propagation, which greatly reduces the overhead. Be-
sides, being triggered by the initial pause event, DCFIT is
able to detect deadlocks almost immediately once they have
been formed.
Preventing recurrence of the same deadlock. Breaking
the deadlock by adjusting a switch on the CBD might be
insufficient, as a chain of similar pause events could be gen-
erated along switches on the path again and cause the same
deadlock. Experimental observations from existing work [39]
show that frequent pause on upstream ports is the root cause
of hold and wait, which then forms deadlocks. Therefore,
figuring out the origin of frequent pause and mitigating the
following pause events help to resolve deadlocks. The Ether-
net node that initially sends the pause frame and leads to the
deadlock can be regarded as the initial trigger. Identifying
and dealing with the initial trigger can prevent the repeated
formulations of the same deadlock.
3. SYSTEM DESIGN
DCFIT leverages the programmable data plane to detect
deadlocks and identify initial trigger nodes. Detection pro-
cesses are based on different locations of the initial trigger
- on the loop or out of the loop, respectively. A port-based
data structure is used to keep track of causal relationships be-
tween pause events generated at different switches. DCFIT
attaches metadata for deadlock detection to pause frames or
synthesized packets. Once a deadlock is detected, the initial
trigger provides clues to mitigate potential pause events later
and hence prevent the same deadlock from recurring.
DCFIT focuses on two main principles—1) spatial: a chain
of pause events triggered hop by hop (causality-chain) forms
a loop (causality-loop) 2) temporal: all nodes on the causality-
loop are paused simultaneously, indicating a real deadlock
rather than just a CBD scenario. DCFIT makes no assump-
tions about the topologies and routing algorithms in use.
3.1 Identifying the Initial Trigger
The initial trigger, which can be a server or a switch, is at
the beginning position of the causality chain. A server gen-
erating a pause frame is immediately identified as an initial
trigger since it is the destination of flows in the network. A
switch is identified as an initial trigger if it has not received
any pause frame from the corresponding downstream when
generating its own pause frame.
When a pause frame is triggered at a switch port, it might
be caused by previously received pause frames at other ports.
It is because some of the traffic from one switch port is des-
tined to other ports that have already been paused. Therefore,
when an ingress port generates a pause frame due to the con-
gestion at a corresponding egress port, it checks whether the
egress port is paused or not. An initial trigger is identified
when the egress port is not paused.
3.2 General Primitives for Deadlock Detection
Before discussing deadlock detection based on the loca-
tion of initial triggers, we present primitives for solving two
basic aspects of deadlock detection. Such primitives can then
be applied to cover different scenarios, including the initial
trigger on the deadlock loop or out of the deadlock loop. A
port-based causality data structure is maintained in the data
plane to determine how the metadata for deadlock detection
is forwarded. The symbols used in the following are dis-
played in Table 1.
Port-based causality data structure: The port-based causal-
ity data structure maintains the causality relationship between
TrafficMap InPort1 InPort2 InPort3 … InPortN
OutPort1 0 0 0 0
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Figure 1: Port-based causality data structure
different switch ports, as shown in Figure 1. For a switch
with N ports, each port maintains a bit-map of size N to
track all the relevant ports that send traffic to its egress queue,
which we call a traffic mapping. Each bit indicates whether
there are active packets transmitting from a certain ingress
port to a certain egress port. In the above example, the egress
queue of port E4 is occupied by packets of flow f1 from
ingress port I1, making the corresponding position in the
traffic mapping be set to 1. It will be cleared to 0 when no
active packet is in the egress queue. Similarly, for port E5,
the bits for I2 and I3 are set to 1.
Each port also maintains a bit that represents whether the
corresponding port currently pause the upstream switch. In
the example, port I2 and I3 have already sent pause frames,
the corresponding values are set to 1. When receiving a new
pause frame, the switch would query the traffic mapping as
well as the port state to determine the subsequent forwarding
groups for the metadata used for deadlock detection. No-
tice that the direction of pause frames is from downstream to
upstream, opposite to normal traffic flow. If E5 receives a
pause frame, the switch will traverse the bit-map for E5 and
the port states of all ports. Since I2 and I3 both have causal-
ity with E5 and currently pause the upstream, the metadata
for deadlock detection is forwarded to I2 and I3.
Symbol Meaning
Stri Node ID of the initial trigger
Ptri Port ID of the initial trigger that sends pause frame
Sgen−ini Node ID of the generic initiator
Pgen−ini Port ID of the generic initiator that sends pause frame
Seqid Sequence number of checking message sent by Sgen−ini
Scur Switch ID of the current switch
ξp Set of causal ports sending traffic to port p at current switch
δp Set of ports that pause the upstream and be causal with port p
rp RESUME tag for port p of the current switch
Table 1: Meaning of symbols used in this paper.
Causality-loop primitive: The causality-loop can be de-
termined when the causality chain of pause frames has vis-
ited the same port of the same switch twice. To detect the
causality-loop with minimal memory overhead, DCFIT uses
the switch suspecting a causality-loop could be formed, which
we called a generic initiator. Messages used for tracing the
causality-chains are called checking messages. The packet
header of a checking message is extended to record the unique
ID {Sgen−ini, Pgen−ini} of the generic initiator, as well as
the Seqid sent by the generic initiator. The Seqid represents
a unique episode of causality-loop detection. It is used to
decompose different causality-chains from the same generic
initiator when resume and pause frames alternate.
Given a generic initiator for the causality-loop detection,
the following steps are followed:
• When the generic initiator sends out a checking mes-
sage, it attaches its own {Sgen−ini, Pgen−ini, Seqid}
to the packet header. The selection of the generic initia-
tor and when checking messages are sent are different
for different use cases based on the location of the ini-
tial trigger (details in sections 3.3 and 3.4).
• When receiving a checking message, non-generic ini-
tiator switches parse and store the received {Sgen−ini,
Pgen−ini, Seqid} in the data plane at the receive port,
which are then used for generating the next checking
message. The Seqid is updated when receiving a new
checking message from the generic initiator. The stored
generic initiator info at a port is removed after receiv-
ing a resume frame.
• When port p receives a checking message, non-generic
initiator switches query the port-based causality data
structure to obtain corresponding ports δp that currently
pause the upstream and have causality with port p. If
δp = ∅, the switch will drop the current checking mes-
sage and wait for the generation of the next checking
message (see next bullet). Otherwise, the switch will
forward the checking message to all ports in δp.
• A non-generic initiator switch generates a new check-
ing message when a pause frame is triggered by con-
gestion on an egress port p. This new checking mes-
sage will carry the corresponding {Sgen−ini, Pgen−ini,
Seqid} stored at port p.
• When a switch Scur receives a checking message from
port p whose Sgen−ini is Scur, Seqid is the latest, and
Pgen−ini belongs to ξp, the causality-chain has passed
the same port of the same switch again. A causality-
loop is determined and a deadlock is potentially formed.
LEMMA 1. If deadlock exists and Sgen−ini is on the CBD,
the causality-loop must be detected by Sgen−ini, when the
received Sgen−ini = Scur, Pgen−ini ∈ ξp where p is the
port receiving the checking message, and Seqid indicates the
same episode.
PROOF. For any given deadlock, a causality-loop must be
implied. The checking message spreads with the causality-
chain must also follow the causality-loop and return back to
Sgen−ini. At this moment, Scur = Sgen−ini. The next step
is to make sure that the checking message received at port
p has causalities with ports in ξp connected to the upstream
switches. If any port in ξp is equal to the received Pgen−ini,
Scur must have already sent out the checking message with
the same Pgen−ini. It indicates there must be a repetitive ID
and the causality-chain comes back to the beginning posi-
tion of the causality-loop. If the recently sent Pgen−ini has
the same Seqid as the received Pgen−ini, the causality-chain
must have traversed one port of one switch twice in the same
episode, which verifies the causality-loop.
Temporal consistency primitive: The temporal consistency
primitive is triggered after the causality-loop of pause be-
haviors is detected by the above mechanism. It is achieved
by another round of further check also from the direction of
pause frames. The paused ports on the causality-chain might
be resumed during the process of causality-loop detection.
Therefore, even if a causality-loop is detected, deadlock may
not actually exist. Without this primitive, a deadlock could
be declared mistakenly.
We leverage a strategy that checks if every node of the
causality-loop is still paused ever since the initial pause event
has been triggered. Each episode is determined by the Seqid
of the generic initiator. Once a pause event occurs, it will
hold until a resume frame is received. Each port on the
switch maintains a RESUME tag rp representing whether
the pause is resumed during the current detection process. It
is set to zero in each episode when the corresponding port is
paused, and updated to 1 when receiving a resume frame.
A synthesized temporary consistency check packet carry-
ing {Sgen−ini, Pgen−ini, Seqid} is sent passing through the
causality-loop, which is obtained by querying the traffic map-
ping data structure and comparing the corresponding generic
initiator ID. The synthesized packet is forwarded to ports that
belong to the causal ports ξp and have sent PFC packets with
the same {Sgen−ini, Pgen−ini}. Each switch port that re-
ceives the temporal consistency check packet would check
the corresponding RESUME tag and the stored Seqid. A
deadlock is determined if all switches on the causality-loop
maintain false RESUME tags and the same Seqid as that dur-
ing causality-loop detection.
LEMMA 2. A deadlock is determined if and only if for
each switch and each port p along the causality-loop, rp =
0 and Seqid is the same as the one used to determine the
causality-loop.
PROOF. 1) If rp = 0 holds in the whole episode repre-
sented by the same Seqid: no resume frame is transmit-
ted during the current detecting episode. All ports of the
causality-loop is paused through the entire duration and a
deadlock is determined. 2) If rp = 1 at some switch: port p is
resumed and the status is not changed in the current episode.
At least one of the nodes on the causality-loop is resumed
so that pause events are unable to form a deadlock. 3) If
Seqid is changed at some switch, there must be a new pause
frame following a resume frame. However, this must start
a new independent episode of detection, which means rp =
1 followed by rp = 0 cannot happen in the same episode.
Therefore, even if rp = 0 holds for all switches on the loop,
they are involved in different episodes so that the deadlock
is not determined in the current episode. It is the job of the
new detection episode to determine whether a deadlock is
formed.
3.3 Initial Trigger on Loop
When the initial trigger switch is part of the deadlock CBD
loop, the deadlock can be detected from the loop itself. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of this case in the Clos network
topology. The principle for deadlock detection is identical
to the general primitives previously described in Section 3.2.
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Figure 2: Example of deadlock in the Clos network topology
when initial trigger is on the loop
Generic initiator selection: In this case, the initial trigger
node is regarded as the generic initiator since it is at the be-
ginning of the causality-chain and the causality-chain itself
forms the CBD cycle.
Checking message propagation: Whether it is the initial
trigger or non-initial trigger switch sending out a PFC pause
frame, the current checking message {Stri, Ptri, Seqid} is
piggybacked onto the PFC pause frames. When a non-initial
trigger switch detects that the next hop of the causality-chain
has already been paused, no new pause frame can be gen-
erated. The checking message {Stri, Ptri, Seqid} is then
piggybacked onto a synthesized packet with a different pri-
ority. Based on the causality-loop primitive, if a deadlock
exists, the causality-loop must be detected by Stri.
Temporal consistency guarantee: The temporal consis-
tency primitive can take effect in this case by choosing the
initial trigger as the start of the temporal consistency check.
Deadlock is determined when the temporal consistency prim-
itive holds.
3.4 Initial Trigger out of Loop
Some practical deadlock scenarios are affected by pause
events sent from switches out of the loop. As shown in
Figure 3, malicious flow f5 with constant high sending rate
causes a pause frame initially to be sent from S10, leading to
the final deadlock loop between S2, S5, S1 and S4. Even if
the deadlock can be broken from one of the switches on the
loop, without solving continuous pause events from the ini-
tial trigger switch S10, S6 and S2 can be paused again and
finally lead to a repeated formation of the same deadlock.
We observe that a signal of this case is that a middle switch
receives multiple pause frames with the same {Stri, Ptri}
from different ports. The Seqid does not need to be the same
as the initial trigger may alternately send pause and resume
frames, which update the Seqid received from outside the
loop. However, the detection of this case only cares about
the same Seqid on the causality-loop. Therefore, even if
the two pause frames with the same {Stri, Ptri} received
from different ports have different Seqid, the detection pro-
cess can still be triggered. In the example of Figure 3, this
phenomenon is detected at S2 when it receives two pause
frames with the same {Stri, Ptri} from S6 and S4.
LEMMA 3. If deadlock exists and Stri is out of the causal-
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Figure 3: Example of deadlock when initial trigger is out of
loop
ity loop, one switch (called the middle switch) must receive
at least two pause frames with the same {Stri, Ptri} from
different ports.
PROOF. Once the causality-loop is formed and Stri is out
of the loop, there must be a switch at the junction between
the inside and outside of the loop. This switch has received
pause frames from at least two directions. One is from the
outside downstream switch, the other one is from the switch
on the causality-loop. As both pause frames can be traced
back to the Stri, the received {Stri, Ptri} from different
ports must be the same. Notice that since pause and resume
frames are possibly alternating continuously, the same {Stri,
Ptri} received from the same port are not considered.
This condition could also be met even if there is no dead-
lock, as shown in Figure 4. S7 receives two pause frames
with the same ID of S1 respectively from S5 and S6, how-
ever, no deadlock is formed. DCFIT can deal with the non-
deadlock cases normally as well as the deadlock cases. The
correctness of deadlock detection is guaranteed by the gen-
eral primitives in Section 3.2.
Generic initiator selection: The middle switch receiving
the same {Stri, Ptri} from different ports is selected as the
generic initiator to start a new process of deadlock detection.
This process works in parallel with the previous process us-
ing the initial trigger as the generic initiator.
Checking message propagation: As the middle switch
is selected as the generic initiator, the {Sgen−ini, Pgen−ini}
used for checking message in this case is the SwitchID and
PortID of the middle switch, which we called Smiddle and
Pmiddle. When the causality-loop detection is triggered, the
middle switch has received two Seqid from different ports.
The one received from the later port that has not stored the
Seqid is selected for the subsequent deadlock detection. The
middle switch generates a synthesized packet to carry the
checking message {Smiddle, Pmiddle, Seqid}, which is for-
warded along the causality-chain.
Temporal consistency guarantee: Temporal consistency
primitive is invoked by choosing the middle switch as the
start of the temporal consistency check.
Compared with the scenario that the initial trigger is on the
loop, this case needs at most one additional round to detect
the deadlock, which adds a small overhead.
Figure 4: A switch receives two pause frames with the same
Stri from different ports, but no deadlock exists
4. HANDLING DEADLOCK BASED ON THE
INITIAL TRIGGER
Upon detection of a deadlock, actions must be taken to
break the deadlock and prevent future recurrence of the dead-
lock. Below we discuss several research directions. Details
are left to future work.
Breaking the deadlock: Packet dropping or temporary
rerouting are common methods used to break a deadlock [32,
30, 42]. However, rerouting is not always viable if not all
flows have multiple paths. In addition, rerouting may create
other deadlocks. Breaking a deadlock by dropping packets
is more practical and several fast synchronous draining ap-
proaches have been proposed [40]. The packet loss rate that
can be tolerated by protocols like RoCEv2 is about 0.0001
[53]. To break a deadlock, only a part of the buffered traf-
fic needs to be dropped, thus the actual performance impact
may be tolerable.
Initial trigger handling: In addition to breaking the dead-
lock, further operations are needed to handle the initial trig-
ger in order to prevent the deadlock from forming again. If
the initial trigger is a switch, a crucial step is to identify the
heavy hitters which send a large amount of traffic and thus
cause the congestion. Recent proposals for heavy hitter de-
tection can be leveraged [43, 12]. Once identified, further
steps can be taken to limit the heavy hitters.
The initial trigger may also be a server when there is a
flow control issue or a malfunctioning NIC. Due to limited
memory resources in the NIC, a flow control issue may cause
thousands of PFC pause frames to be sent per second from a
server [19]. In addition, bugs in the receiving pipeline of the
NIC can cause the server to be unable to handle the received
packets and continually send pause frames [53, 19]. One ap-
proach for handling such an initial trigger server is to prevent
the NIC from generating pause frames and disable lossless
mode at the switch port. Alternatively, the connected switch
can make use of dynamic buffer sharing, which improves the
utilization of available buffer space and reduces PFC pause
frame propagation.
5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We prototype DCFIT with BMv2 software switches [37]
in the MiniNet environment for initial validation. The exper-
iments are performed in the CloudLab platform [15], each
node has 4 cores and 32GB of RAM. We evaluate DCFIT
for scenarios that the initial trigger is on the loop and out of
the loop, using a k = 4 fat-tree topology.
Memory overhead: The memory overhead of DCFIT mainly
comes from the port-based causality data structure and the
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Figure 5: Benefits of resolving initial trigger out of the loop
maintained information of checking message. Both of them
are determined by the number of ports in the network. In
our experiments, each switch has 4 ports and the memory
overhead in this case is only 10−1KB. If we deploy DCFIT
in a large-scale network with 10, 000 64-port switches, 14-
bit SwitchID and 6-bit PortID are required to support the
uniqueness requirement. The corresponding memory over-
head is 1KB per switch. Overall, the total memory require-
ment of DCFIT is quite small and it can be easily deployed
in today’s programmable data planes that usually have tens
of MB of memory [5].
Detection effectiveness: We evaluate the effectiveness of
DCFIT by creating deadlocks in two different scenarios—the
initial trigger is on the loop and out of the loop respectively.
We introduced two failed links so rerouting could finally lead
to a deadlock loop. Traffic flows are generated across ToR
switches and the resulting congestion could spread to the up-
stream switches and then to switches on the deadlock loop.
We repeat each scenario 10 times. The average detection
time for the on loop scenario is 0.8ms and 1.4ms for the out
of loop scenario. In cases without causality-loop, no dead-
lock is declared by DCFIT. In cases that a causality-loop is
formed but then one of the ports is immediately resumed,
this situation is detected by the temporal consistency check
without declaring any deadlock. There was no false positive
or false negative.
Benefits of resolving the initial trigger: To validate the
benefits of resolving initial triggers, we simulate a misbehav-
ing server that continually pauses the connected edge switch
that leads to a deadlock. A baseline solution is to break
the deadlock without resolving the initial trigger. We mea-
sure the normalized throughput of different flows and results
are shown in Figure 5. Although the baseline can recover
from the deadlock for a while, if the traffic pattern does
not change, the deadlock will reappear. In contrast, DCFIT
breaks the deadlock and resolves the initial trigger simulta-
neously, which prevents the recurrence of the deadlock.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose DCFIT to detect and resolve
deadlocks in PFC networks. We identify the initial trigger to
mitigate the recurrence of the same deadlock. The deadlock
scenarios are analyzed and detected based on the location of
the initial trigger. DCFIT can be implemented entirely in the
data plane, which achieves low overhead and reacts quickly
to deadlocks.
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